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ABSTRACT
It is crucial for the police department to automatically determine if
suspects are present in the criminal database, sometimes based on
the informant’s visual memory alone. FaceFetch [15] is a state-of-
the-art face retrieval system capable of retrieving an envisioned face
from a large-scale database. Although FaceFetch can retrieve im-
ages effectively, it lacks sophisticated techniques to produce results
efficiently. To this end, we propose SeekSuspect, a faster interactive
suspect retrieval framework, which introduces several optimization
algorithms to FaceFetch’s framework. We train and test our system
on a real-world dataset curated in collaboration with a metropolitan
police department in India. Results reveal that SeekSuspect beats
FaceFetch and can be employed by law enforcement agencies to
retrieve suspects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the increase in security, the crime rate has been rising
exponentially worldwide [9]. Most police departments maintain a
crime dossier system that entails information regarding criminals
like photographs and physical details [14]. Finding suspects by
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name is still possible from the database, but this method fails when
we only have the informant’s visual memory. Law enforcement
agencies used to hire sketch artists, but they are limited in number,
and the process is slow and inaccurate at times. To this end, several
researchers have proposed facial retrieval systems. However, these
require either input image [8] or concrete descriptions of the suspect
[5, 7, 10], which are not always feasible.

FaceFetch [15] is a state-of-the-art framework that retrieves faces
from an extensive database solely on visual memory. With slight
modifications, FaceFetch could be extended as a suspect retrieval
system. But, the time elapsed by FaceFetch during the retrieval
is high and could hinder time-sensitive investigations. Moreover,
the onlooker’s memory could fade as time passes. Therefore, we
propose SeekSuspect, a faster interactive suspect retrieval system
that applies several optimization algorithms to the framework of
FaceFetch to enhance its performance. Furthermore, we curated
our dataset in collaboration with a metropolitan police department
in India. Unlike benchmark datasets [4, 6], this dataset is noisy and
an exemplary representative of real-world scenarios.

2 DATASET
With the aid of a metropolitan police department in India, we cu-
rated an extensive criminal based dataset1. Our dataset comprises
31, 041 data points. Each data point is associated with attributes
describing the criminal’s physical details like face shape, skin com-
plexion etc. However, each instance does not have an associated
image. We did not include such data points in our dataset. Further-
more, we omitted distorted images, which finally resulted in 20, 304
images and 153 attributes.

3 METHODOLOGY
SeekSuspect has a similar architecture as FaceFetch to retrieve the
envisioned image. However, SeekSuspect employs several optimiza-
tion algorithms to improve the existing FaceFetch framework. In
the following subsections, we discuss the data preprocessing, in-
troduce FaceFetch briefly, and present the proposed optimization
techniques. SeekSuspect’s architecture is depicted in Fig 1.

3.1 Data Preprocessing
Since our dataset is a real-world dataset, it is noisy and suffers
from issues like missing values, class imbalance, etc. Hence, we
employed sophisticated yet straightforward techniques to clean our
data before feeding it into our system.
1Due to data privacy and confidentiality, we cannot release the dataset. The images in
the paper are substitutes and not from the original dataset.
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Figure 1: Architecture of SeekSuspect.

Images: We employed RetinaFace [2] to crop the face and re-
move unnecessary information from the image. Furthermore, some
images in the dataset were rotated with 90, 180, or 270 degrees. So,
we applied heuristics based on coordinates of the face detected by
RetinaFace and used them to rotate the image correctly.

Attributes: We first removed those attributes that were not
informative like Speech, Language, etc. To minimize class imbalance,
we merged a few attributes. For example, Fair Complexion and Very
Fair Complexion were integrated into a single class Fair Complexion.
We further discarded attributes with very few instances, i.e., less
than 10% of the dataset, such as Leucoderma.

After performing all these steps, we had 11, 246 images associ-
ated with 28 categorical classes and one continuous class (Height).

3.2 FaceFetch
In the zeroth iteration of the process, FaceFetch asks the user to
select some of the facial attributes they remember their envisioned
image has. Based on these selected attributes F , the user is pre-
sented with some images and asked to choose those that seem
similar to the target image. The selected images S are then prepro-
cessed [13] to obtain a semantic vector representation. Based on
user selection, the search space V is modified [12], and the face
descriptor network D [13] weights are updated. Updated descrip-
tor D is used to obtain the new vector representation(s), and the
images are re-ranked using cosine similarity distance metric 𝛿 . The
system presents the user again with top K images, and the steps
repeat until the user finds the envisioned image.

3.3 SeekSuspect
Unlike FaceFetch, we also reduce the search space after each it-
eration, which helps the process converge faster. We refer to the
user-selected images at iteration 𝑖 as Similar Images S𝑖 and the rest
as Dissimilar Images S′

𝑖
. Let the search space at iteration 𝑖 be V𝑖 .

We compare all images inV𝑖 with S𝑖 and rank them using 𝛿 . 𝑥%
least-ranked images are dropped every iteration, and 𝑥 increases
from 20, 30, 50 and so on as the iteration number 𝑖 increases. We
also remove 20% of the Dissimilar Images S′

𝑖
at every iteration.

This threshold was large enough to reduce the search space, and
small enough to not converge to a local minima. Furthermore, we
constructed a classification model C that classifies facial attributes
in each similar image S𝑖 . We trained C using Multi-Task Learning
[1] with a Resnet50 model [3]. The intersection of these attributes is
added to the selected attributes F to filter the sample space further.

Apart from search space reduction, we also introduced some
techniques to reduce system latency. Unlike FaceFetch, we pre-
processed and saved all the images beforehand. We also did not
finetune our descriptor network D for fixed ten epochs every iter-
ation. Instead, we employed Early Stopping [11]. We experimented
with the batch size, and increasing it from 1 to 4 helped reduce the
system latency further.

4 RESULTS
To compare the performance of SeekSuspect with FaceFetch, we
randomly selected images one-by-one from the database. We then
used both SeekSuspect and FaceFetch to retrieve the same image
based on visual memory (i.e., same facial attributes). We recorded
the total search time and the total number of iterations the systems
took to search for the target image.

Table 1 shows that, on average, SeekSuspect is six times faster
than FaceFetch and can retrieve results in lesser search iterations
than FaceFetch, thereby proving to be a more efficient and effective
suspect retrieval system.

System Average Time Average Number
Taken (s) of Iterations

FaceFetch [15] 193.16 5.36
SeekSuspect 30.04 4.00

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art.

We also calculated precision as the number of times SeekSuspect
was able to find the envisioned face in top-(K) images in 𝑁 number
of iterations. Table 2 reports the precision for K = 1, 5, 10 and 15
for 𝑁 = 8. As expected, the performance improves as K’s value
increases. However, with an increase in the suspect list’s size (K),
investigations might run longer, proving costly in time-sensitive
scenarios.

K = 1 K = 5 K = 10 K = 15

Precision 0.23 0.35 0.47 0.64

Table 2: Effect of K on SeekSuspect’s performance.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presents SeekSuspect, an interactive suspect retrieval
system capable of procuring suspects solely based on the infor-
mant’s visual memory. SeekSuspect introduces several optimization
techniques to the FaceFetch framework, resulting in a more efficient
and effective system. However, like FaceFetch, one of SeekSuspect’s
drawbacks is that it can only retrieve those suspects whose infor-
mation is present in the criminal dossier system. We plan to work
towards this avenue in the future.
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